
Math 5143-Lecture6



From lasttime:assume Lis finite dim Lie algebra/aerialcere

Caran'scriterionicsget
is solvable iftrace (x2) =0

Vxe(2,2),YeL

Car If
his a lie algebra such that

trace (adxabi) =0XX((2,2)e *YtL

When L is solvable.

P Apply Cartan's criterian toge(t)
As ad(2,27=(abL,abL), we find

thatadLis

solvable. ButKerad=2(2)
is solvable so

L is solvable since L/2(H) EabL.

sbxlemme in per lecture)



Wingform

be the bilinear farm
(>:( x 2+ 2 definedby

xCX, i) trace (abxabi) for XiYEL

is called the form of L.

prox metric: ((x,i) =((Y,x)is S
-

-K is associative:(((X,2) =(2(X,(y,c])
-

isequivalentto prop, stated last time

S ITocompute (x2)needtopickabasisatandunitesdee



Lemma LetI? I be an
ideal.

Then the killing form (1 ofI is
the restriction of

the killing form (=(2 of L. Thus (25 (X,Y) =1, (xY) YXiY+I
e

w

trace of trace of

e(dimv-x) a linear map a linearma

I +I +L

P. Fe: V-WSV is a linear map

then tracen (4) =tracew'4(w) because

ifw,wa--wa
is a basis ofW and wicke, --,wa

extends this to abasis of V then
the matrix ofd

has formitis matrix oflu
wew

To prove lemma, applythis observation

Iscols nokcds with V =Land W
=

I[



The radical of any symmetric bilinear form]K:(x2+2

is S =[X+L(((x,y) =0yf)

=> (YeL(x(x)
=0 VxeL7 =2(L) since

adX =0Xx(2(2)

The form I is non-degenerate IfS
=

0.

This happens itsitis meromapif) X =0
on

),si, invertibleisame/any basisnxh matrix



*Suppose (
=St2(A):A-span), H,f]

far c =(80,A =(6), f =(98)

In this ordered basis we have ade= (oi)
[6,f7 =(A,1) =(x,f) =0

=>abH =18) assuming

(E,1) =-2E 3 Wchar(A) #2
(F,1) =27 abs=(girl ↑55,5) =A

so we have (((X,Xi)),si,; 33 -(soywisible
(X, =e, x2 =A, x=

=f) so killingform ofSt2)) is nondegren.



Suppose is a
Lie algebra.

Recall thathis semisimple ifithas no nonzero
-

solvable ideals, i.e., its radical ideal Rads
-Sea)

is zero.

Thm L is semisimple if and only if the killing

farm is non degenerate.

Thus to check ifI is semisimple, justneed
to

pick a basis X, X2, ...
A for Landcheck if

matrix [((xi,x5)), sixen has nonzero determinant



P (thatRadL=0 if
radicals of(is zerol

The radical 5 of killing form is an ideal of L

scheck this using associatives
of ()

in fact, abus is a soluble ideal ofad L

byCartan's criterion:

trace (abxady)
=((x,y) =0 VXeS3 (s,S)

VY=L35

The center 215) is abelian, hence solvable.

As abS=S/2(5) we
conclude thatS is solvable.

Thus ifRadL=0 then 3 =0 as SS RabL.



wantnow to show that0 implies that0.
Itsuffices to check thatitISL is any allian ideal

then ISS. This
is because ifI isa nonzero solvable ideal,

then Iis abolior for a such that I(+0 =I(t)

so if there are no nonzero abelian ideals, there are also

no nonzero solvable ideals) Assume I is anabelian ideal.

If x +F, YEC then abadY isa map (***I

So ladXadi)" is a map (- (7,17 =0.

Thus adxaby is milpotentso itmusthave zero trace.

meaning that ((X,
i) =0. IabelianS.6 /

hilpotent- only eigenvalue is zero -> trace=sumof eignals =0



Simple ideals + (semisimple = sum-of-simple)
-

ALie algebra L is a desure ofideals

Is Ez..... In it
L =I,I20 ... In

las vector spaces)

This would mean thateach XSL
hasa unique expression as

X =x, +Xz
+.. +xn

withXie Ij. uniqueness
here implies thatI,15x

=0XjEk

Since each I;
is an ideal, we mustalso

have [15, In)=0

Xj7K.



Th Suppose is a semisimple Lie algebra. (As usual,
dim a]

Then there existideals 2,4, --,hs
such that

①each Li is simple

② 1 =L,(*...Ahn

& any simple ideal ofhis equal to some hi

④the killing form ofLi is justthe restrictionofthe

killing form ofL (earlier Lemme already checked this]

If Let I be any ideal ofL.
Write (a for killing form

and define it=[xeL1((X,Y)
=0 Vie =3.

firstclaim, to show is that(a)
It is an ideal&(b)L =18I*



(a) to see thatItis an ideal, letXeL, YeI", 2e7.

Then x)(x,y),z) =- x((Y,x),z) =-x(Y,(x,2) =0
↑ ↑

u W

byskew symmetry ey+eIbyassociativity
of [i] of(

So we conclude (as I is
arbitrary) that(X,57tI*.

(b) because I is semisimple, its center ICL) is zero,

so ad: 2-ge(L) is injective.

Cartan's critarian applied
to In i* abl*nitsge()

implies thatIn
It is solvable: So Int=0

xxe,n++,n+4,Yy1nI*
we have I as RabL =0detof? bydef ofIt concludethat

trace (adxabi) =((X,Y) -8 2 =1*I*
(since dimL=dimI+ dimIt)



So our claims (a) and (b) both hold.

Now we proceed byinduction (on dimL).
nonzero

IfI has no proper ideals then his simple.

Otherwise we canfinda minimal proper nonzero ideal L,?L.

Any ideal of Li is an ideal of 1 = 2,0L((x) =0Vxth
WYELS I

so L mustbe simple itself.

Likewise mustbe semisimple since any ofits (solvable)
S ideals are (solvable) ideals of L.
Thus by induction

we can
write L4 =20..hm

for simple ideals 1 and them 1=1,0L*-*Ln.

This proves 8+8, alreadyknown.



we still have to prove
thatifIis any simpleideal ofL

then I =L:for some is[1,2,-,n7.

To prove this, we observe that (I,27:
span(xill"is

is also an ideal ofL since ifXtL,YCI, ZCL then

(x, (RT) = adxiiah,E.
(te

by
nee by def Ch

L generic elem
of(I,2

since
semisimple

If(1,2) =0 then Is 2(40

As Ito
is simple, we must have 1

= (1,2]

But(1,2)
=0 (1,2) =I means that(I,4;7

mustbe

e5
This is ideal ofzero far all but one;and I

=Lj.



our original definition ofsample was the propertyof

having no nonzero stable ideals. Now we
have a more

intuitive characterization:

Car L is semisimple if and onlyL is a direct sum
-

ofsimple Lie algebras.

If"onlyif"direction: previous
theorem

If "direction:if1=4*L
--hn with Li simple

then the radical ofthe
killing farms ofL is

But each simple Li

④ Rab((((ixzi) since
Lit =,,j - is semisimple so

- ⑳ Rad((((ixi) =0
i=1 ~Killingform ofLi so this directsum is zero E



Car If L is semisimple then L=(2,27,and

all ideals and homomorphic images ofL are also

semisimple.

PS If =Li, each
L: simple, then

[Li,47 = Li Xi
and [hi,4;7 =0 X it;

so (2,27 =G(Li,hi) =Li =
L

If ISL is an ideal then1 is semisimple as and

of its solvable ideals are also ideals ofL.

final claim abouthomomorphic images:exercise. I


